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Conclusions

Discussion

Methods
Adult female G. aculeifer and prey were reared at 20°C and then given 
12 days of pre-exposure to 10 or 20°C. Over the subsequent seven days, 
numbers of prey killed and mite eggs produced were then recorded at 10 or 
20°C in a full factorial design varying in predator and prey pre-exposure 
temperatures, test temperature (all 10 or 20°C), and prey species (F. candida 
or P. fimata). N = 24 per treatment. Small juvenile F. candida (easy prey) 
were provided under thermal pre-exposure, and large juvenile F. candida 
(difficult prey) or P. fimata (easy prey) were provided during the test. 
Data were analysed using proportional hazard tests at α = 0.05.
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Our results indicate that temporally changing temperatures may 
differently impact prey-specific trophic interactions also by impact 
from the previously experienced temperature. This appears to give 
quick prey an even larger advantage following cold exposure 
relative to slower prey. The study therefore suggests that predator 
cold exposure has consequences for specific prey survival 
following the cold period due to different predation pressures, 
which may potentially influence prey-specific population dynamics.

Previous cold (10°C) exposure significantly reduced predation rate and reproduction in female G. aculeifer at both warm (20°C) and cold 
subsequent temperature (Figure 1). Mite kill rate and reproduction were significantly affected by test temperature and, more interestingly, 
by mite pre-exposure temperature, but not by prey pre-exposure temperature (pooled in Figure 1). Significantly more of the slower prey 
(P. fimata) was killed than of the quicker prey (F. candida) across treatments. Importantly, we also found significant interaction effects 
between test temperature and prey species and between mite pre-exposure temperature and prey species on kill rate and reproduction. 
This shows that the negative effects of cold and of cold pre-exposure on mite kill rate and reproduction were more severe when foraging 
on the quicker prey. Figure 1 shows median and 10th, 25th, 75th, and 90th percentiles. P-values show Wilcoxon tests across all treatments 
and different letters indicate significant differences between treatment groups (Wilcoxon each pair comparison at α = 0.05).

Cold reduces the intensity of biological processes including 
predator-prey interactions1,2, and it was recently shown in the 
predatory mite Gaeolaelaps aculeifer that also pre-exposure
to cold reduced predator kill rate and reproduction3. However, it 
has not been investigated whether effects of thermal pre-exposure 
differs depending on prey species and the agility of different prey. 
We investigated this using G. aculeifer and two species of 
collembolan prey (Folsomia candida and Protaphorura fimata).

Predatory mites were affected by cold pre-exposure whereas 
their collembolan prey was much less affected.
The negative effects of cold pre-exposure on predator kill rate 
and reproduction were augmented when hunting quicker prey.
Long-term effects of predator cold exposure may have 
implications for prey population dynamics.
Decisions on cold storage of biocontrol predators before use 
should take target prey agility of into account.
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Figure 1
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